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Preface
I have limited my study on George Bernard Shaw for the present purpose within

his three plays, i. e., PYGMALION, ST. JOAN and MAN AND SUPERMAN.
I have studied with special care Shaw's each preface written because the writer's
intention is clearly expressed in it. The reason I have selected these plays for my
study is chiefly that they are among his masterpieces, making him one of the best
playwrights of the modern world.
I have used the editions published by Penguin Books Ltd., Hamondsworth, Middlesex,

reprinted in 1962, using as supplementary for my study those published by Dodd. Mead
& Company, New York, 1962, Constable and Company Limited or Longmans, Green
and Co., Londen, New York, Toronto in association with Constable and Co. Ltd., London.
I wish to express my special gratitude to Miss Mary H. Chappell, former Professor of
Tsuda College, now in Tronto, for teaching what sort of expressions show "English
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humour" in Shaw's APPLE CART and how they make his readers and audience feel
uncontrollable mirth and merriment. My gratitude to Professor Yoshi Kasuya is great

for telling me about the indefatigable spirit of the English people showing examples
from the texts. Also I must thank Professor Taki Fujita for her marking my paper

about QUEEN VICTORIA "Excllent", which appreciation opened my eyes to another
characterirtic of the English, "love of satire", which has helped me much in my study
of Bernard Shaw.
I could not have completed this paper without much help from Mrs. Kiyoko
Maejima, Professor of Seijo University, whose clear and apt advices in our long friendship are a never-ending support for me. Also Dr. Masaru Otake of Tokyo University
of Economics, an old friend of mine, with his voluminous works, has been a kind of
stimulator to me. I shall not forget the kind guidance of Professor Youichiro Kunimi

of Hokkaido Gakugei University, for it was he who first suggested me of the study of
George Bernard Shaw and he kindly permitted me to use his collection and reference

books about G. B. Shaw, the titles of which are included in the BIBLIOGRAPHY as a
token of my gratitude, together with other books I have consulted.

Finally, I should like to acknowledge my indebtedness to the kind and considerate
colleagues and friends for their advices and useful suggestions for the completion of
my paper.
General Introduction
I will concentrate my study about G. B. Shaw's plays on the following three points :

(1) How Shaw reveals his realistic attitude in literature.
(2) Shaw's oneness with his own works.
(3) Shaw's aim.
(1) A Dictionary of Quotations and Proverbs, Vol. I, published by J. M. Dent & Sons
Ltd., compares the following short quotations from Oscar Wilde (p. 322) and George

Bernard Shaw (p. 280) :
Wilde :
4429 And all men kill the thing they love,
By all let this be heard,
Some do it with a bitter look,
Some with a flattering word,
The coward does it with a kiss,
The brave man wtih a sword.

Ballad of Reading Gaol, vi.
Shaw :
3940 When we want to read of the deeds that are done for love, whither do we turn ?
To the murder column.
Three Plays for Puritans, Preface.
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(On Diabolonian Ethics.)
Let me try to compare the two passages just cited :
Wilde's

Shaw's

The theme is the same

the killing of the loved one

but the manner of its

by his lover

treatment differs.

enumerate the killing

hint the killing strongly

the same

high, romantic art for art's

low. realistic art for life's sake

sake leading us into a sad

turning us to the popular

philosophical retrospection

murdercolumn

the writers' attitude

self-centered and preaching

open-minded and stirring

result of technique

concentrate the readers' atten-

concentrate the readers' atten-

artistic quality

tion on Wilde's writing

Hon on the real phase of the
murdercolumn

This comparison reveals how Bernard Shaw sticks to real things and treats them as
they are. Thus one of the three points of my study, " How he reveals his realistic
attitude in literature" would be appropriate to know Shaw and his works.
(2) (About " Shaw's oneness with his own works.") To my mind, George Bernard
Shaw is one of the most striking modern writers who devoted his whole life, nay, almost
everything in him to literature and did so most successfully. I suppose no one else
was or would have been so successful in the literary life, and at the same time no one
else was or would have been so diligent and strenuoas in his work as he was. There
is a Japanese saying, " Bungaku no Oni ", meaning " A Demon in Literature". He
was just another ' Demon in Literature ' in the sense tha the utilized almost everything

he could, including himself, for the sake of writing good literature. This attitude of
his is well explained by H. G. Wella, cf : (ARCHIBALD HENDERSON'S GEORNARD
SHAW : MAN OF THE CENTURY, p. 776) " It was H. G. Wells who said that Shaw
had drawn but one character : George Bernard Shaw. He touched no subject he did

not adorn. Everything comes to sprightly life under his light deft touch. The Shaw
he has drawn, of course, is not the real Shaw : it is dexterously executed literary
creation, often deliberately ridiculous by its creator." This oneness of Shaw, created
and creating a unique Shaw, has been the key, the open sesame, for me in grasping
him and his work.

[3) His Aim was the intellectual upheaval and propagation of Creative Evolutionary ideas. His effort was made for making people understand his meaning of Revolution without war or the Superman's idea through Life Force. They were founded
more or less on his own experiences in real life. It was a clever device of his that
he disguised them under cover of satires and humours and did not look half serious,
but in reality was serious, as he believed that literature ehould be didactic.
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Bernard Shaw's subtitles also help to understand his aim. He wrote fifty-eight plays
and playlets in all. Among them only two are subtitled " romance", one of them being

PYGMALION. ST. JOAN is subtitled " A Chronicle Play in Six Scenes and an Epilogue ",
and MAN AND SUPERMAN, " A Comedy and a Philosophy ". Only one play, THE
DOCTOR'S DILEMMA is subtitled " Tgagedy ".

1. SHAW'S PREFACE TO PYGMALION
As I have said in the General Introduction his attitude in literature begins with his
writing of his own real life which serves to reveal his oneness with his work. These

two points of mine are clearly indicated in his PREFACE TO PYGMALION. And the
PREFACE shows his aim too within these two points. He is proud of his ability to
write prefaces, for he says, " I write prefaces as Dryden did, and treatises as Wagner,
becausel can : and I would give half a dozen of Shakespear's plays for one of the

prefaces he ought to have written." cf : (BERNARD SHAW : THE DEVIL'S DISCIPLE,

ON DIABOLONIAN ETHICS, p. 17)
The contents of SHAW'S PREFACE TO PYGMALION is divided into eight paragr
aphs, in about six pages. The author writes about his ideas and experiences from his
own life as naturally as if they had come spontaneously from his own mind yet it is
the deftaess of his own that makes them serve as the explanation of the play.

In the first paragraph he says that PYGMALION does not need any preface. The
second paragraph is the author's opinion on the English language. He says the English
language is most absurd and irregular. His choice of words matches with his strong
and destructive tone because he writes all the sentences in it negatively except the last
sentence which states the necessity of an energetic enthusiast as the reformer, and which
states his making " such a one the hero of a popular play." If the first paragraph were
not written, the second would have sounded overstated as a preface.
The third long paragraph is his recollection of some phoneticians, such as Alexander

Melville Bell, Alexander J. Ellis, and Tito Pagliardini in contrast with Henry Sweet, the
former being " men whom ifc was impossible to dislike ", the last one beingthe one who
"lacked their sweetness of character". Also the author writes in detail how he tried
to help in vain the publication of Sweet's paper or how unlucky was Sweet's relation
to Oxford University.
The fourth paragraph is about three kinds of short-hand; Sweet's, Pitman's and
Gregg's in connection with Mrs. Higgins' and Bernard Shaw's postcards written in
Sweet's shorthand notation, and then about the portrait of Pygmalion Higgins in whom
" there are touches of Sweet", and the fifth paragraph is about the bitter character
manifested in Henry Sweet.

The sixth short paragraph is a brief statement why PYGMALION has been an
extremely successful pay which the writer says is dne to its didactic nature. In the
eighth and conclusive paragraph, the author emphasizes the possibility of such a change
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as " wrought by Professor Higgins in the flower girl".
I have said that Bernard Shaw's PREFACE contains more than a mere statement of
his opinions and experiences from a real life, showing his onenss with his work.

What I would emphasize now is that his PREFACE is inseparable ivith his luork
itself as ivell.
It may be well to sum up the inseparable quality of the PREFACE with the contents
of the work itself.
The first paragraph is convincing to his readers. If the author had not written it,
the proper attention by them to the second paragraph would have been the less ; I say
the proper attention because it is the writing by a man " reasonable, patient, consis-

tent, apologetic, laborious," cf : (BERNARD SHAW : MAN AND SUPERMAN, TO
ARTHUR BINGHAM WALKLEY, p. viii) not by "a natural-born mountebank." cf. :

(BERNARD SHAW : THE DEVIL'S DISCIPLE, ON DIABOLONIAN ETHICS, p. 16)
The second paragraph shows effectively how the author has hit upon the theme of
the play. For the short negative sentences would surely impress upon his readers with

the absurd irregularities of the English language. DODD, MEAD & COMPANY, NEW
YORK, 1962 has changed some words here and there used in the second paragraph,
making the second paragraph and the third united into one. This must have been
done for the sake of brevity, but it seems to me that it has lost much of the quality
that makes G. B. Shaw just like him, namely the unity and force.
The third paragraph is mostly about Henry Sweet, the most " energetic enthusiast."

The author's mentioning the name ALRXANDER MELVILLE BELL has no direct
connection to the play itself. But BELL is the one by whom the author was greatly
impressed with his knowledge on phonetics. Moreover he plays the role of introducing
smoothly other two phoneticians, Alexander J. Ellis and Tito Pagliardini, " luhom it

mas impossible to dislike " in contrast luith Henry Sweet zuho lacked their siveelness
of character ". G. B. Shaw says here " he (meaning Henry Sweet) was about as
conciliatoory to conventional mortals as Ibsen or Samuel Butler ". With regard to
this I have checked a few books to find out whether or not Henry Sweet has some
connection with Ibsen or Butler, but I could find none. On the other hand, there is a

specific relation of Bernard Shaw with Ibsen or Butler. This is an example I dare
say, of G. B. Shaiu mixing himself ivith Henry Siueet.
The fourth paragraph has three points in connection with the play.
(1) About Mrs. Higgins' postcards = Pygmalion's writing since,
Pygmalion Higgins = Hen Sweet's ability on phonetics
= Henry Sweet s temper

+
= Somebody's physique
namely
= "not a portrait of Sweet
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= not short and insignificant
= a legendary Pygmalion's physique (unknown)
= tall and impressive = G. B. Shaw's
Therefore, Mrs. Higgin's postcards must have been G. B. Shaw's.
(2) Henry Sweet's bitter character in such words as "That less expert mortals sb.ould
require fuller indications was beyond Sweet's patience " has been revealed throughout

he play toward Eliza,
(3) The play does not tell in detail Pygmalion's method of teaching English to P^liza.
St. John says iu his work (BERNARD SHAW ; his Life Work and Friends) " Pygmalion
is not a major play. Its theme excites little interest, nor are many people impressed
by the plea for an extended alphabet. The transformation in six months of a guttersnipe
into a lady able to adorn the drawing-room of a duchess is aehieved by pure fairy-tale

methods and not by an elaborate display of phonetic instruction ; " (ST. JOHN ERVINE :
BERNARD SHAW; his Life Work and Friends, p. 460). The same kind of impression
must have been received by many who read or see this play. But. judging from Sweet's
character described in the play, it is possible for the author to answer them and say

that the hero he has created is not patient enough to describe the teaching method
minutely.

SUMMARIZED CHART OF G. B. SHAW'S PREFACE
TO PYGMALION
paragraph
1 G. B. Shaw's opinion : no need of preface

2 speech about the difficulty of English choice of the hero. Henry Sweet
3 comparison of amiable phoneticians with bitter Sweet, impatience and
bitterness being caused from superiority in learning
4 the author's postcard from Sweet = Mrs. Higgins' from Pygmalion
5 Pygmalion = Henry Sweet = Bernard Shaw

6 Pygmalion's friend = Robert Bridges = Pickering (hint)
7 didactic = successful
8 phonetic improvement = possible

2. COMMENTS ON PYGMALION
Pygmalion Higgins, the protagonist of the play, and Eliza Doolittle, the heroine, appear
in every ACT, from Act I to Act V, and their conversations with each other help to
reveal their characters. In Act I, Pygmalion Higgins appears as a note taker. He
would remind the audience of Bernard Shaw who was said to have taken notes in his

small notebook, cf : (Margaret Shenfield : BERNARD SHAW, a pictorial biography, p.
38) "he (Bernard Shaw) scribbled down dialogue wherever he happened to be
mostly on the tops of buses and in undergeound trains. For this reason he used scores
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of little notebooks which crammed into the pockets of his Jaeger suit." At first the
note taker was suspected of being a police but it was his boots that made him free
from being called " a tec." The chance of conversation between the note taker and

the poor flower girl in passing by Col. Pickering's kind act of giving three hapence to
the girl and receiving no flower in return.
The flower girl : " Oh, sir, dont let him charge me. You dunno what it means to
me. Theyll take away my character and drive me on the streets for speaking to
gentlemen. They-" (The flower girl speaks thus to the gentleman not to the note
taker.) The note taker : " There!there! there! there ! who's hurting you, you silly girl ?

What do you take me for ? " The flower girl : " I take my Bible oath I never said a
word-" The note taker : "Oh, shut up, shut up. Do I look like a policeman? "

The flower girl : " Then what did you take me down right ? You just shew me what
youve wrote about me. Whats that? That aint properwriting. I cant read that."
The note taker : I can. 'Cheer ap, Keptin; n' baw ya flahr orf a pore gel."
The opening of their conversation in this way, the resistance of the flower • girl to
the note taker's having taken notes of her, misunderstanding his act, must have been
one of Bernard Shaw's teehnical devices because it coincides with the author's conclusion

he puts at the end of the play as a kind of explanation : "•••she (Eliza Doolittle) likes
Freddy and she likes the Colonel; and she does not like Higgins and Mr. Doolittle.
Galatea never does quite like Pygmalion : his relation to her is too godlike 'to be
altogether agreeable."

Therefore Pygmalion will be analized as follows :
Pygmalion Higgins == godlike, not agreeable
= Henry Sweet, an expert phonetician, not agreeable
= Bernard Shaw,his portrait, agreeable
Pygmalion is not agreeable to Eliza when he is provoked to anger concerning his

cherished language :
" A woman : cease this detcstable boohooing instantly ; or else seek the shelter of
some other place of worship. ••• A woman who utters such depressing and disgusting
sounds has no right to be anywhere - no right to live. Remember that you are a

human being with a soul and the divine gift of articulate speech : that your native
language is the language of Shakespeare and Milton and The Bible; and dont sit there
crooning like a billious pigeon."

Pygmalion is proud of the English Language. Many English people hearing him
speak thus on the stage would feel in the same way. No wonder English flourishes
all over the world. Pygmalion also says, "-"you squashed cabbage leaf, you disgrace
to the noble architebture of these columus, you incarnate insult to the English language : I could pass you off as the Queen of Sheba."

Pygmalion is proud of his ability in his profession and is disdainful of a bad language.
"•••damn my own folly in having lavished my hard-earned knowledge and fhe treasure
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of my regard and iniimacy on a heartless guttersnipe." This is Pygmalion's indignation
to her betrayal.
"•••that toadying ignoramus ! Teach him my methods! my discoveries! You (Eliza)
take one step in his direction and I'll wring your neck."
Pygmalion knows that Nepommck is a dispicable impostor. His vehement speech
reveals his anger which is almost beyoud his endurance.

If these speeches had given her an unpleasant feeling toward Pygmalion it would be
because of his godlike knowledge and supe-human ability concerning his profession
which is too high to be understood by Eliza. There is, however, another kind of his
those written above :
"Somebody is going to teach you, with a broomstick, if you dont stop snivelling."

Pygmalion is treating Eliza as if she were a small child.
"To wipe your eyes •••Remember : thats your handkerchief; and thats your sleeve.
Dont mistake the one for the other if you wsh to become a lady in a shop." An
iriterestiing remark ironically when compared with his conversation of the same sort
with Mrs. Pearce, his faithful housemaid :
"By the way : my dressing-gown smells most damnably of benzine."
"No doubt it does, Mr. Higgins. But if you will wipe your fingers -"
"Oh very well, very well : I'll wipe them in my hair in future." It is ironical in
the sense that he is doing the same sort of blunders but unconscious of it and speaks
to Eliza as if he were free from them.
"•••You shall be dragged round the room three times by the hair of your head." A
threatening which a sensible man should not have uttered. This kind of disagreeable
expression is too low for a professor to use in speaking to anyone. Pygmalion Higgins
uses such an expression to Eliza, and to her only and no one else. It is because
Pygmalion regards her as a poorly-bred girl to whom no explanations but giving orders
should be necessary for a guttersnipe who " work til youre more a brute than a hnman

being; and then cuddle and squabble and drink til you fall asleep."
These speeches of Pygmalion Higgins show that he despises the low class people.
To him there should be always an unsurmountable barrier between his class and her
class,which must be treated by force as he has done to her as shown above. This
attitude of his may be similar to Henry Siueet's attitzule to his inferior people.
There is another characteristic of Pygmalion Higgins, namely, his fine portrait and
agreeable or rather coaxing speeches and behavior which I have guessed to be those

of Bernard Shaw's. Margaret Shenfield says of him, cf : (Margaret Shenfield : BERNARD
SHAW; a pictorial biography, p. 27) " Throughout his life he addressed most women,
particularly if he wanted them to do something for him, in terms that suggested that
he was besetted with love for them." (girls). Eliza says to Pygmalion Higgins, "You
are a devil. You can twist the heart in a girl as easy as some could twist her arms
to hurt her. Mrs. Pearce warned me. Time and again she wanted to leave you ; and
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you always got round her at the last minute. And you dont care a bit for her." It

is this characterisric of Pygmalion Higgins which has attracted Eliza Doolittle to come
to him, as the preface says "the adventare of Eliza Doolittle", and made her endure

a few crdeals, which has got through wonderfully well though at first by being forced
but finally by her own will and effort. The reason she has left Pygmalion Higgins by
throwing his slippers at him can be derived from the following several points deduced
from the contents of the play :

(1) Eliza Doolittle, with all her eddorfc, could not reach as high a position as Pygmalion
Higgins' in quality as a human being.

(2) She left him because she was disappointed in him.
(3) Because man's aim of life is different from woman's aim of life. The former is
to enjoy life; the latter is to carry on life eternally. Thus the different attitude toward
life is the main cause of their quarrel.
All of these three factors may give, more or less, the general outlook of her reasoning,
but will not be quite satisfactory without a study of minor characters in comparison
with the main characters of Pygmalion and Eliza, The names of minor characters
are as follows :

(1) Pickering (Pygmalion's friend)
(21 Mrs. Pearce (Pygmalion's housemaid)
(3) Mrs. Higgins (Pygmalion's mother)
(4) Mr. Doolittle (Eliza's father)
(5) Freddy (who marries Eliza finally)
(6) Clara (Freddy's sister)
(7) Mrs. Eynford Hill (Freddy aud Clara's mother)
(8) Nepomuck
The following is my brief study about them, comparing each of them either with
Pygmalion or with Eliza in order to find out the more probable reason of her leaving
Pygmalion and finally to find out what Bernard Shaw means by the words " so instnsely

and deliberately didactic" in his preface.
(1) Pickering : he is a friend of Pygmalion's, a phonetician, who has come from India
to see him. He is older than Pygmalion by twenty years. He is rich, modest, unselfish

and kind to Eliza. In a word, he has a good quality that Pygmalion has not. In this
respect he is too good to be natural in character as well as Pygmalion is, who is
despotic, self-contered, and altogether warlike. An ordinary human being has both
sides of good and bad characters and there seems no absolutely one-sided character in
a human world. So it is natural that Pickering would have some of Pygmalion's
character and Pygmalion more or less Pickering's character in him, if it were in the

real life. In the play, his role is to fill in what is lacking in Pygmalion, consistent
from the first act of the play to the last. It is clear that if Pygmalion had Pickerins's
character as well, his trouble with Eliza should not have happened. H&re we cau see
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the author's intention of making Pygmalion intentionally imperfect, not in his acquired
learniug but in his character.
(2) Mrs. Pearce : Pygmalion's housemaid who criticizes his rush and thoughtless
speech and conduct as she knows, probably from experience, good manners and customs.

It is she who takes Eliza Doolittle for her taking her first terrible bath and later
confides to her, when she and Eliza have come to understand each other, her opinion
about her employei s uncommon character.

(3) Mrs. Higgins : Pygmaliou's mother, a cultural and intelligent woman of a high
class, whom Pygmalion looks upon as an ideal woman. He comes to her to see whether
his "bet" of making Eliza a duchess is possible. Her answer is "•••of course she's not
presentable. She's a triumph of your art and ofher dressmaker's ; but if you suppose
for a momeht that she doesnt give herself away in every sentence she utters, you
must be perfectly cracked about her." This shows that she has a rare ability for
discrimination of people. Her comment on his language as " -say, on a canal barge ;
but it would not be proper for her afc a garden party " must have made him sore in
his heart, but his friend Pickering admits of it and says, "•••you must learn to know
yourself. I havent heard such languages as yours since we used to review the volunteers in Hyde Park twenty years ago." Mrs. Higgins chides her son bitterly on behalf
of Eliza as follows : "She worked vsry hard for you, Henry. 1 dont think you quite
realize what anything in the nature of brain work means to a girl of her class. Well,

it seems that when the great day of trial came, and she did this wonderful thing for
you without making a single mistake, you two sat there and never said a word to her,

but talked togefher of how glad you were that it was all over and how you had been
bored with the whole thing. And then you were surprised because she threw your
slippers at you! I should have thrown the fire-irons at you." This speech shows that
she has properly appreciated Eliza's strenuous effort and unbelievably fine success.
Hearing her, Pickering is conscience stricken but Pygmalion is not. He never admits
his attitude towards her to have been improper or preposterous.

(4) Mr. Doolittle : Doolittle is compared very distinctly with his daughter Elizabeth
(Eliza). Ee is a dustman, so called " undeserved poor", and a thinker. His reason
for asking Pygmalion Higgins five pounds is to have "one good spree for myself and
the mussus , and his reason for refusing to accept ten pounds Pygmalion offered to
give him is, " No, Governor. She (meaning his mistress) wouldnt have the heart to
spend ten ; and perhaps I shouldnt, neither. Ten pounds is a lot of money ; it makes
a man feel prudent like; and then goodbye to happiness'••" He thinks the middle class

morality would bring him unhappiness and is sore at Pygmalion Higgins because he
has been raised to that class, receiving a lot of money in the form of the bequest from
an American friend of Higgins' after having been recommended to him as " the most
original moralist at present in England " without knowing it. His opinion of receiving
it is because of his being " one of the undeserving poor " (meaning that though he Is
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poor he has no right to ask help from the authorities) and he is "intimidated to
chuck it" because then he has nowhere to go but the workheuse in his old age.
" Happier men than me will call for my dust, and touch me for their tip; and I'll look
on helpless, and envy them. It seems to him that his own happiness is the most

worthwhile in this world. It is in no place but the lowest kind of idle life,
(5) Freddy : Freddy appears in the play four times, and is told about in the sequel
rather in detail. At the first time he strikes against Eliza in a hurry and does not
recognize her. The second time he appears in the play is very soon after the first
one. He brings a taxi with him to have his mother and sister take, but is at a loss
what to with it finding them already gone. Then Eliza speaks to him, " Never mind,
young man. I'm going home in a taxi." The third time is at Mrs. Higgins' home,
where he enjoys her funny speech to his heart's content. The fourth time is his

driving through the street with Eliza in the middle of night until the morning. He is
infatuatedly romantic in his love for her. The sequel tells how their marriage life is
going on.

(6) Clara : Clara's role in the play seems to show herself as an incarnation of vanity
in contrast with the innocence of Eliza. The sequel tells about her more than about
any other person in the play. Bernard Shaw speaks of her in connection with H. G.
Wells as if she were a real person. I wish I could find the truth about her. At any
rate, she must have been a modern type of literary woman.

(7) Mrs. Eynford Hill : though not clever as compared with Mrs. Higgins, she has a
motheriy affection for her children ; she knows her Freddy is a nice boy and her
daughter Clara a failure, but, as she is sorry for Clara, she does not say anything
against her daughter and follows her unselfishly.
18) Nepommuck is a strange man, interesting but disagreeable yet welcome as an
interpretor but to the one who really knows him Nepommuck is nothing but an imposter. So Pygmalion hates him most. If he is really one of Pygmalion's disuples
should judge correctly what sort of a girl Eliza is. But his answer to the ladies present
is preposterous. In spite of Pygmalion's telling him the truth about her : " an ordinary
London girl out of the gutter-"" he declares her to be "a princess" of Hungarian.

Bnt whether he is telling what he believes or a lie is doubtful, because when all
the rest hearing him, " Hungarian ! " he cries, " Hungarian. And of royal blood. I am
Hungarian. My blood isroyal." This answer of his seems very appropriate for an
imposter. Such is his character that it seems as if he were in secret correspondence

with Eliza Doolittle. If he were not, Eliza would not speak of him to Higgins, saying,
" I 11 offer myself ae an assistant to that hairyfaced Hungarian." It is natural that
PygmaUon should regard him as hisaenemy.
*
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Several forms of outlined deductions from the characters mentioned above may be
represented as folio wa :
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Social classes

high- ..••.•••• -Pygmalion —_>-.--—
middle ••••••••••••••• Freddy—— —— -> Eliza's has both high & middle
low-'"-""-Eliza

Man must have pleasure; tuoman must have future
Pygmalion, Pickering-•••••making their Eliza as they please.
Doolittle------enjoy drinking & low life
Eliza knows her limit & marries Freddy but never abandons her hope for Pygmalion.
Mra. Pearce cannot believe in Pygmalion and wishes to leave him.
Generally men are selfish & passionate while women are unselfish and patient.

Special comparison between Pygmalion and Eliza EUza's realistic and Pygmalion's
romantic conceptions of life in a aspecial way, Eliza's revolt and patience, both Eliza's
and Pygmalion's constructive and destructive ways etc., well revealed and enacted
throughout the play.

Pygmalion Higgins' godlike ability and despotic character has been studied a little at
the beginning of this chapter, by his conversation with Eliza Doolittle and by revealing
them while describing eight minor characters set around the two majors. Eliza Doolittle
has not been studied yet. Therefore she is treated mainly in the next chapter,

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BATH SCENE, from her standpoint.

3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BATH SCENE
Eliza Doolittle has to pass several kinds of ordeals until she can climb up as high
as to the point which Pygmalion enjoys. The greatest of the ondeals is her taking a

bath at the Higgins' for the first time in her life. She believes that bath-taking is
harmful to her health; she says, " I knew a woman did it (bath) ever Satureay night;
and she died of it." She says weeping, " I ceuldnt. I durant. Its not natural: it would
kill me. Ive never had a bath in my life : not what youd call a prper one." Also she
thinks that it is not right to take off clothes. It is not decent to her. When Mrs.
Pearce begins to work with the scrubbing brush she screams. " Her screams are
heartrending." If this bath-taking is her first experiences, then she must have smelt
horribly and looked damnably dirty. When she is excited or overwhelmed she cannot
utter proper words but only cries " Ah-ah-ow-oo ! ", looking just like an idiot. But it
seems that she has begun to enjoy bath-taking very soon according to Mrs. Pearce's
speech. This ordeal has been caused because of her visiting Pygmalion Higgins to take
good language lessons with the proper pay, saying, "•••if my money's not good enough
I can go elsewhere." It is rather appalling for us Japanese women to hear her say
my money" without saying any words of thanks fer the money Pygmalion have her
the previous night, " rebuldng him for his Pharisiaic want of charity to the poor girl."
She should have known that the money he gave her was " her new riches " but instead
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she speaks to him on the equal standpoint and has not been humbled. But there
must have been some unconscious influence of his upon her in coming to him first of
all, not to any other language teacher. First his language abbility must have impressed
her, because when he reproduces exactly her words " Ah-ah-ah-ow Oow-ow-oo! " she
is tickled by the performance, and, laughing in spite of herself, cries, " Garn! " The
second influence upon her must have been " Higgins's physique and temperament"
(coaxing side to women). So Eliza Doolittle's adventure is possible as the writer says

in his preface. Thus her visiting him means visiting the highest in intellect, wealth
or social positiion of the girl lowest in intellect, wealth or social position. Her intention
in coming to him is to learn good English so that she can work at a flower shop
instead of selling flowers from street to street. But ho\v rude is her speech to her
future teacher! Example : " well, you wouldnt have the face to ask me the same for
teaching me my own language as you would for French ; so I wont give more than
a shilling. Take it or leave it," Judging from her speech we can guess that she is
ignorant, though innocent, free in speech and action, and has a will of her own.
Fortunately the bath has turned out to be a pleasure to her. She looks " a dainty and
exquisitely clean young Japanese lady in a simple blue cotton kimono printed cunningly
with small white jasmine blossoms." To see her in kimono appear on the stage will
be a great attraction to Japanese audiences, but there is not without some misgivings

whether she will wear kimono properly to appear an elegant tidy girl or she will look
a slovenly and half exotic undefinabls girl in the eyes of the Japanese. The bath scene
is comical because of her ignorance and would give rise to a burst of laughter among
the audience, but there are other scenes too funny to be natural, especially her boyish

way of thinking. The foollowing shows her un-giri-like way of thinking! " I had a
good mind to break it (the looking glass). I didnt know whch way to look. But I
hung a towel over it, I did." This is most nnfeminine like, it seems. Psychologically
speaking, it would be natural to a young woman that she iikes to see herself in the
looking-glass. The second ordeal she has to go through is Pygmalion's language
lessons. At first, misunderstanding his method, she does not obey him and revolts
against his order defiantly, and is threatened by him, often weeping in the end. But
ahe advances greatly during six months. Pygmalion speaks of her to his mother,
" You know, she has the most extraordinary quickness of ear" or "though six months
ago, she's never as such as touches a piano ", etc. This sort of speech is always agreed

by Picketing who is now living with Pygmalion and enjoying his life with Pygmalion.
Both Pygmalion and Pickering can never understand Mrs. Pygmalion Higgins's warning.
He says to Picksring as they go out together from Mrs. Pygmalion Higgins's, " Let's

take her (Eliza) to the Shakespeare exhibition at aarls Courfc, or " She'll mimic all
the people for us when we get home." This saggestion of taking Eliza to the Shakespeare exhibition sounds ironical when it is compared with Pygmalion's first admonition
to her in the first Act : " A wpman who utters such depressing sounds has no right to
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be anywhere ............ no right to live. Remember that you are a human being with

a soul and the divine gift of artculate speech : that your native language is tihe
language of Shakespeare and Milton and The Bible ••••••" These speeches show that she
has become their pet by dint of her strenuous effort. It must have been a great trial
to her and only Mrs. Higgins knows it. It means that Eliza has been so far successful
in her adventure. Her adventure might have been continually successful if she had not
thrown slippers at Higgins and begun her resisttance openly. It is possible she might
have acquired the aim of her own adventure finally. It seems to me that her
catastrophe comes a little earlier than it should because of her short-sightedness in
seeing through Pygmalion. It is a pity that such an able woman as she should reveal
her own discontentment in a fit of hystetical irritation. She should have known that

Pygmalion is entirely satisfied with her as if she were part of his own body. Throwing
slippers at him is all right, but to say and do what he has never expected or anticipated
from her is, according to Pygmaliou, a laughing matter mixed with a sad despondency
and after all, the debunking of her feminine weakness.

4. ROMANTIC OR REALISTIC
Eliza Doolittle, after having taken a bath, has risen to a higher class physically and
mentally, but she yearns after the freedom and independence of her former life in vain.

She does not remain in tnat high position in which Pygmalion Higgins stays, but leaves
it and marries Freddy who loves her from their first meeting. She likes unselfish
people who show goodwill toward her. It is natural for a human being that, when
one is in difficulty or in trouble, he should wish for help or love from other people.
Then life would be easier and pleasanter. That seems to apply to Eliza's marriage to
Freddy, because she has found in Freddy some consolation she could not find in
Pygmalion. But I wonder whether this marriage should be called romantic. It would
be so from Freddy's side but from Eliza's side it is realistic. The reason why the play
is sub-titled " a romance in five acts " seems to me due to ttie nature of her relation
to Pygmalion. As is revealed in the following, Eliza has continued good nature toward
Pygmalion, who is tail, handsonme and a celebrated acholar. It seems to her that her
romance has reached its culnination with her success at the Garden Party. She does
not stop her being interested in him even after her marriage to Freddy, because she
has grown up and has come to know what part of him it is that attracts her to him.
The following sentences by the author written towards the end of the Sequel wonld
reveal her inextinguishable romantic feeling toward him : ••'yet she has a sense, too,
that his indifference is deeper than the infatuation of commoner souls. She is immensely
interested in him. She has even secret mischievous moments in which she wishes she
could get him alone, on a desert island, away from all ties and with nobody else in

the world to consider, and just drag him off his pedestal and see him making love
like any common man." How well she knows him and how romantic she is. This is
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probably an attitude of George Bernard Shaw toward life, who is called a realistic
man.

5. PYGMALION, THE DESPOTIC NATURE
St. John Ervine says, of : " G. B. S. would not have it that Eliza married Professor
Higgins, and was in wrath with Beerbohm who, as the curtain fell on the last act,
threw her a flower." Does it mean that the author is sorry for Pygmalion whose

belief in Eliza has been betrayed all of a sudden, or that he is sorry for Eliza whose
strenuous effort and success for his sake has received not a word of appreciation from
Pygmalion? At any rate it is certain that the author, playwright does not esteem love
to the sky, because he writes to Ellen Terry, cf : " ' What people call love is impossible
except as a joke •••••• between two strangers meeting accidentally at an inn or in a forest
path ••••••A delusion, Ellen, all this love romance that way madness lies.'" (Bernard

Shaw; by MARGARET SHENFIELD, p. 57). According to MARGARET SHENFIELD
in the above book, (p. 44) " ••• from that time (1893) onwards they wrote to each other
at longer or shorter intervals almost until Ellen Terry's deatn." It is possible to suppose
that he means love merely a frolic side of it and not a jenuine love comparable to a
Christian love. Also it may be possible to suppose that he is unconscious of love's
becoming nobler with each lover's effort. But I have a feeling also that his shallow
view of love must have been intentionally made from the view point of his stage
effect. At any rate, the author's estimation of Pygmalion as a linguistic specialist must
have been very high. He is the creator of a duchess from a poor material, Eliza. His
a bilifcy is uncomparable to any others'. To him that kind of work is not a drudgery

but ajoy. When he has finished making a duchess of Eliza, his joy ot that kind has
also ended. It is certain that he will find some other work of creation which means
to him nothing but a joy. It is his lot to stop at one place, but go on and on crushing
obstacles when they they are on his way and disregarding others' troubles for having
been trampled upon. His going on rushly and importunately is not without its benefit,
which is the advancement and progress of the world, namely the idea the so-called
idea that there will be no great progress without much destruction. Also there is
really a much greater danger than an expected progress in this kind of idea that, since

progress goes hand with destruction, it is only those fine people like Pygmalion that
are permitted to get out of his destruction since his survival would bring somewhat
on advanced world. If Pygmalion is indifferent in others, it means that he is interested
in something, and his interest becomes deeper in prcportion to the degree of his

indifference to others. If he is entirely indifferent in everything, it would mean that he
is a fool or insane. It is a great happiness to me that his real interest is in language.

6. SOME TECHNICAL DEVICES
Both the hero and the heroine of THE PYGMALION show strong characters. As
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seen in most of his other plays, the woman is more active than man, taking the lead
in the play. So it is the play of female adventure. Also the use of comparison either
in action or in sbeech is conspicuous. His omittion of punctuations in somewords is
well known. This type of word-reforms are not difficult to follow, especially for
Jappanese people who are used to meet irregularities of a language regularities. The
method of Pygmalion's language teaching to Eliza is seen only once on the stage. Her
pronnunciation of the ALPHABET, " A-yee, B-yee, C yee"-" reminds me of my own
saying so when I was learning it for the first time. I appreciate his explanation, " Put
your tongue forward until it squeezes against the top of your lower teeth," or " Try
to do it by yourself : and keep your tongue well forward in your mouth instead of
trying to roll it up and swallow it". I have come to know and realise the difference
of English and Japanese, as far as pronunciation is concerned, consists in the motion
of our tongue, and in the case of English it often becomes nrcessary to keep our tongue
foi-A\ard and that would be one reason why foreigners are very careful to keep their
teeth clean and white. Though interesting to see, this language teaching does not go
any deeper than that degree to reveal Pygmalion's excellence as a language professor.
So the aim of this scene would be to reveal Eliza's ignorance and ordeal in the fdllowing
words : "Eliza ••• feelinf like a hospifal out-patient at a first encounter with the
doctors ••• But for the reassuring presence and quietude of her friend the Colonel she
would run for her life'"",

Eliza's bath scene would be reminder of a religious baptism especially when she is

compared with her former dirty slum girl. The Garden Party with elegant ladies and
noble gentlemen must have been one of the attractions to charm its audience. It is a
clever device of the author to have made this scene grand but very short. Had it
been longer and had Nepommuck's cunning been revealed, the effect of the scene might
have become the less. But it is the clever device of the author not to omit Pygmalion's

telling the truth about Eliza, Eliza's being told by an old lady of her speaking like
Queen Victoria or how she has attracted all at the Party.
The most interesting so be remembered would be her special speeches. When Mrs.
Higgins asks, " Will it rain, do you think ? ", Eliza replies, " The shallow depression in
the west of these islands Is likely to move slowly in an easterly direction. There are
no indications of any great change in the harometrical situation." This speech happens
Freddy to a fit of laughter. I can imagine how she has been taught brusquely by her
teacher and expected to speak about weather. Her eagerness to answer correctly in
her innocence, even with no " well ", " yes " or " No " at the beginning seems almost
pathetic. Freddy cries, " Ha ! ha! how awfully funny ! „ ; surely her answer must have
caused various kinds of feeling among the people there. Phrhaps Freddy's simple
laugh would have saved the arising of uneasy situations. Another phrase which is

said to have been memorised by many people is her " Walks! Not a bloody likely.
A conversation among friends is a never ending pleasure to me, perhaps to all who
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are interested in literature. This treatment of language as the theme of the play
would be the reason why the play is successful.
Another reason of its success must be the specific characterization of the hero and
the herojne, which is to make them go from one extremeto the other. In the case of
Pygmalion, he goes to the most extreme. His lack of common sense is absurd. He

should have been satisfied at first with Eliza's visiting him regularly to learn gnod
English. He should have known, as his mother did, that Eliza cannot reach as high
as he. In the case of Eliza she rises from the lower class to the higher class, from a
silly girl to a clever one. She is a rare woman. These peculiar types of characters
are provocative to our senses, yet they would take us to a far away world free from
cares and tears of the realistic world.
Bernard Shaw adopts a classical form of five acts of Shakespearian type, sometimes
three acts plus an essay from. So Shaw's plays are good both for reading and attending
performances. He uses Interlude or Sequel when the unity of time or place does uot
agree with other scenes. He inserts little songs. In the case of the PYGMALION
there is one song which to me just like a nursery rhyme. I don't know who is its
author, whether it is made by Bernard Shaw, Pygmalion, or it is already an existing

one. The aim of making it recite by Pygmalion and Pickering would be to reveal
their lightness of heart rather than to beguile the heaviness of the scene, and and to
lead to a romantic one, if any. At any rate it seems to me that that is a smartness
of the author :
Eliya, Elizabath, Betsy and Bess,
They went to the weods to get a bird's nes' :

They fouud a nest with four eggs in it :
They took apiece, and left three in it.
I have quoted already H. G. Wells's comment on GEORGE BERNARD SHAW : "•••
Shaw had drawn but one character : George Bernard Shaw. He touched no subject

he did not adorn. Everything comes to sprighily life under his light, deft touch. The
Shaw he has drawn, of course, is not the real Shaw-" ARCHIBALD HENDERSON'S

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW : MAN OF THE CENTURY, p. 776). Judging from the
above quotation from H. G. Wells, Shaw's main characters are rather unusual but to
Shaw natural ones since his own life seems to me a unique one.

I have said that Eliza's speech in her bath scene is boyish psychologically. Her
selling flowers after 11,15 p. m. is unusual for a good girl. When she is excited she
cannot speak properly, but only cries " Ah-ah-oh-"" which sounds boyish. In a word,
I have a suspicion that Eliza has been created by the author's male psychology. Pygmalion the hero has already been made clear as the mixture of the three characters,
the author, Henry Sweet and an ancient hero Pygmalion.

My supposition of similarity between Eliya and Bernard Shaw is not wiihout some
reasons. Margaret Shenfield, in her work, " Bernard Shaw " (published by THAMES
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AND HUDSON. LONDON) says, "•• -until the age of twenty-nine, he had neither the
self-confidence nor the worldly advantages to approach girls, of his own class at least.

Shabby, awkward, shy, a complete failure in all he had undertaken, he felt that no
young woman could possibly view him with anything other than distaste. Suddenly
Mrs. Jenny Patterson, the ' pupil' showed him his mistake. Ever since the episode of
Mrs. Jenny Patterson he had been left alone with a weman,' hecomplained. 'she has
invariably thrown her arm around me and declared she adored me'. With Jenny
Patterson as the first woman,"-" Somehow this episode of his reminds me of Eliza's
nakedness in the bath scene. To Eliza the bath is a great event, likewise the author's
experience with Mas. Jenny Patterson both Eliza and Bernard Shaw have grown up.

Making this sort of supposition I have tried to find some other similarity in connection
with Eliza's career and found some similarity between their marriage episodes. Eliza
marries Freddy because she is disappninted in Pygmalion, indifferent Almighty. Bernard Shaw marries Charlotte because he has been suffering from necrosis. In the ease

of Shaw, this illness of necrosis is his Almighty from which he has been eager to fly
away. It is told that he marries Charlotte while he is still walking on his crutches.
So the marriage ceremony is said to have been a piteous one as he is leaning on his
crutches. But the marriage has enabled him to remove from his shabby room to his

bride's fine and clean room to be cured of his disease. If Pygmalion is Almighty and
Almighty is a disease, her marriage to Freddy would mean her desire to be recovered
from the disease to her normal self. From this point of view Pygmalion is never
admirable. But Pygmalion by Shaw created is not an incareation of disease, since

Pygmalion himself is a part of Shaw himself. This sort of supposition coincides with
H. G. Well's assertion; "The Shaw he hasdrawn, of course, is not the real Shaw-"
There must be many reasons why Bernard Shaw draws himself in the plays. Some
say it is because he is a man skilled in propaganda. Others say that his range of
human understanding is limited within his own experiences. It is true that his interest
in real life is especially in the social betterment and progress, through the clear and
better understanding of politics, religion, works of doctors, languages, etc. The most

admirable attitude of his in writing literature is his wholehearted pleasure and sincerity
in writing literature is his wholehearted pleasure and sincerity in writing and it is for
selling his books well that he uses jokes or cranks to be sure. (to be continued)
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